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Abstract 
This paper presents HyMoNet, a peer-to-peer 
hybrid multicast overlay network for efficient live 
media streaming. The system comprises two parts: 
service infrastructure and user space. Service 
infrastructure contains the data stream servers 
manually deployed in the backbone network by the 
service provider. In user space, all users are 
dynamically classified into several tree structures, in 
which data is dispatched successively. With the user 
space management algorithm, the system can detect IP 
multicast service intelligently and allow users to join 
and to leave dynamically. NAT is an obstacle for 
widespread of p2p system, so a NAT pass strategy is 
designed to overcome this problem. The system 
guarantees the reliable data transmission which is 
friendly to TCP data flow. HyMoNet is now deployed 
in Internet providing real-time TV program streaming 
for the public.  
1. Introduction 
Large–scale live multimedia distribution has been 
shown as one of the killer application in current and 
next generation Internet. The traditional streaming 
service of the client-server pattern consumes a 
tremendous amount of costly bandwidth and the 
bandwidth of the server is a bottleneck of the service. 
IP multicast seems to be the best way to overcome the 
shortcomings of client-server pattern. But IP multicast 
has not been deployed to date in the commodity 
Internet.  
A lot of multicast frameworks have been proposed 
in the past decade—such as SRM [1], NICE [2] —
which focused on issues related to the heterogeneity 
and scalability of the network. Similarly, peer-to-peer 
systems construct overlay networks to transfer data 
among multi-users, e.g. ZigZag [3], DONet [4]. 
In China, ADSL(Asymmetric Digital Subscribe 
Line) and FTTX+LAN are the two main methods with 
which people at home access the Internet. IP multicast 
is not accessible for most of such users but is 
inherently supported in a shared LAN. So a small 
community, which works as a LAN of the 
FTTX+LAN system, is multicast accessible. In order 
to provide large-scale live media streaming service, we 
should care the characteristic of these two access 
method. 
In contemporary internet, NAT [6]—which is 
widely applied for the extreme lack of IPv4 
addresses—is an obstacle to the widespread of peer-to-
peer system, because two peers that behind different 
NATs can not contact to each other directly without 
any help of a third party. Some strategies—such as 
STUN [7], NatBlaster [8] —are proposed to solve 
these problems.  
For these considerations, we proposed HyMoNet: a 
peer-to-peer hybrid multicast overlay network, which 
is suitable for delivery live media streaming between a 
source and a large amount of users. HyMoNet supports 
hybrid multicast which is combines IP multicast and 
application level multicast, that is, for most users that 
access Internet with ADSL, application level multicast 
is used to transfer data, and for users that belong to one 
LAN, IP multicast is used. In HyMoNet, we implement 
the NAT pass strategy, which makes possible that the 
direct communication between two peers behind 
different gateways.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in 
section 2, we take an overview of HyMoNet. The NAT 
pass strategy is presented in section 3. Then in section 
4 we discuss the management of UserSpace and in 
section 5 a UDP-based data transfer mechanism is 
presented. We discuss the simulation and 
implementation of HyMoNet in section 6 and conclude 
in section 7.    
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Figure 1 depicts the architecture of HyMoNet, 
which comprise two parts: Service Infrastructure and 
User Space.
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Fig.1.The architecture of HyMoNet  
Service Infrastructure is deployed by the service 
provider, and contains a UserTracer server and a series 
of stream data servers which is identified by 1, 2, 3….
z UserTracer works as a center node of the 
system, and interacts with each HyMoNet 
node’s controller to process each user’s join 
and departure actions and maintain each user’s 
state. It helps a HyMoNet node to find a parent 
node and also helps a node to recover from 
parent node’s departure. It works as the third 
party to help two nodes to contact with each 
other. It is possible to implement UserTracer 
as a distributed system according to some load 
balancing strategies, and make the system 
more reliable. 
z Stream data Servers—which are high 
performance machines and manually deployed 
in the backbone network—have a function 
similar to content delivery network [10]. The 
topology of these stream data servers are 
manually configured according the real 
Internet topology and the users’ requirement. 
As illustrated in figure 1, Node 1 is the data 
source. Node 2  is a redundancy, which will 
work after the Node 1 crashes. Nodes 3 to 7
are data dispatchers, which receive data from 
the node 1 and dispatch the data to his child 
nodes. If node 1 crashed, they will ask node 2 
for data. 
User Space is a collection of all the users who are 
accessing the live media streaming service. All the 
connections in User Space are established dynamically. 
Each node belongs to either a tree structure or a 
multicast group.  All nodes receive data from its parent. 
The nodes at the top of User Space directly connect to 
those nodes at the bottom of Service Infrastructure.
In figure 1, nodes c, f, g, h and i belong to a tree 
which is connected with UDP unicast. Nodes a, d and 
e belong to a multicast group. Nodes a, b and c receive 
data from service infrastructure.
The architecture of a HyMoNet node is presented in 
figure 2. There are three main module: (1) NAT Passer,
which cooperates with UserTracer and helps the node 
to pass NATs and establish a direct session with 
another node; (2) Sender-Buffer-Receiver, which 
manages the node’s data sending and receiving with its 
peers and collects the streaming data for the player; 
(3)Controller, which manages the node’s user 
information, and establishes and maintains the 
partnership with the other nodes. 
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Fig.2.The architecture of a HyMoNet node  
3. NAT pass strategy 
Consider two hosts A and B that want to 
communicate with each other in a peer-to-peer system. 
If there is no NAT between them or only one host is 
behind a NAT, it is easy to establish a direct session 
between them. We are interested in the issue that how 
to establish a direct session between A and B while 
both of them are behind NATs. 
As aforementioned, STUN [7] proposed the UDP 
hole punching technique, which allows direct 
connections between hosts behind NATs. Comparing 
with STUN, our NAT Pass Strategy is truly used in a 
real system, and we modify some methods of STUN to 
meet the requirement of real internet devices. 
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When a node A behind NAT sends a packet to the 
Internet, NAT will map the packet’s source address 
and port (the private address pair of A) to a global 
address pair. In order to pass NATs, the global address 
pair at each NAT is learned by a third party assisting 
the direct communication attempt. Then both parties 
behind NATs send several UDP packets to the correct 
global address pair of the other peer. This creates the 
necessary NAT port mappings and establishes the 
session. 
In HyMoNet, UserTracer works as the third party 
to assist the direct communication attempt. Each user’s 
NAT Passer module cooperates with UserTracer and 
session peer’s NAT Passer module. 
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Fig.3. Environment in which the NAT Pass strategy 
works 
As figure 3 illustrates, node A and B are behind 
corresponding NAT gateway NA and NB. In order to 
communicate with each other directly, A and B send 
packets to UserTracer and thus let UserTracer know 
their global IP address pair: gA
166.111.250.17:3000! and gB 59.66.77.138:6000!.
Then  UserTracer informs A with gB and informs B
with gA. A sends several packets to gB and B sends 
several packets to gA. In this way, A and B establish a 
“connection” between gA and gB.
3.2. Consistent translation 
NAT pass strategy only works on NATs that 
provide consistent translation for UDP traffic. 
Consistent translation means that the NAT directly 
map an <private IP, private port> pair to the same 
<global IP, global port> for the duration of the time 
that the <private IP, private port> pair is in use, 
regardless of the <Destination IP, Destination port> of 
the outgoing packets. 
3.3. Session keeping 
Since UDP is connectionless and there is no explicit 
end to UDP communication, NATs typically timeout 
UDP port mappings after period of inactivity. To keep 
UDP port mapping alive in NAT gateway, nodes 
should send a heart-beat packet. In figure 3, Host A 
should send the heart-beat packet to either UserTracer 
or the global address pair of Host B. 
4. The management of user space 
All users that access the streaming service are 
arranged in UserSpace and into several successive tree 
structures.  UserTracer cooperates with each user’s 
controller module to manage those tree structures. The 
management comprises three procedures: (1) the 
detection of multicast service; (2) Node Join; (3) Node 
departure. 
4.1. The detection of multicast service 
Consider a node A that tries to join in the HyMoNet. 
If the node accesses the Internet through ADSL, it 
should join in with UDP unicast. If the node accesses 
the Internet through FTTX+LAN, the best choice is to 
join through IP multicast. To find a node that is 
accessible for A through IP multicast, A should execute 
the  multicast service detection procedure which is 
describled as follows: 
Step 1: A asks UserTracer for the multicast address 
pair and password of the system.  
Step 2: A joins in the multicast group, and waits for 
the advertising message from another node. 
Step 3: If A gets advertising messages and the 
password is correct, then A finds a suitable multicast 
service in which he can join. Otherwise, there is no 
multicast service available for A.
If  A is the first node of a LAN that joins in the 
service, A should start multicast service in this domain 
and will send advertising message periodically to 
inform latter coming nodes. 
4.2. Node join 
When node A tries to join in a HyMoNet, it follows 
these steps. 
Step 1: A looks for a multicast service. If there is a 
suitable multicast service, A will join in the multicast 
service. Otherwise step 2 is executed. 
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Step 3: UserTracer assigns a node as A’s parent 
node. To choose a suitable parent node, UserTracer
should care about these parameters: (1) the bandwidth 
of the server node; (2) the number of nodes connected 
to the server node; (3) the bandwidth between the 
server node and A.
Step 4: A contacts to the server node and joins in 
the system. 
4.3. Node departure 
A leaf node can freely leave the network, for its 
departure will not affect any other nodes. The 
departure of a node which has child nodes will trap its 
offspring nodes in isolating states. To let those 
offspring nodes rejoin in the system, we design a 
strategy named sub-tree migration. With sub-tree 
migration, the son nodes of the departure node will 
migrate to other parent nodes and this process is 
transparent to the grandson nodes. 
Sub-tree migration is initiated by the root node of 
the sub-tree and comprises two steps:  
Step 1: detect the parent’s departure. If the 
parent node departs gracefully, it will inform child 
nodes of its departure. If the parent node crashes 
suddenly, child nodes will never receive heart-beat 
packets from the parent and in a short period they will 
notice that parent has died.  
Step 2: rejoin in the system.  Each child node of 
the dead node asks UserTracer for another parent node 
and then contacts to it to rejoin in the system. 
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Fig.4. After departure of node c
For instance, in figure 2 the node c crashed. Then 
after a short while, f and g would notice the departure 
of c, so they asked UserTracer for new parent nodes. 
Then they rejoined in the system. The new system is 
shown in figure 4. f chooses node 5 as it parent node 
and g chooses node 7 as its parent node.  
5. UDP-based data transfer module 
In order to use IP Multicast and NAT Pass strategy,
all data transfer in HyMoNet are based on UDP 
protocol. In figure 2, the sender-buffer-receiver
module provides reliable data transfer service, which 
contains two functions: (1) differentiated reliability 
support; (2) congestion and flow control mechanism. 
The parent node’s sender module sends data packets to 
its children’s receiver modules. The data packets one 
node receives are stored in the buffer module. Both the 
sender and the player get data from buffer.   
5.1. Reliability support 
Reliable transmission between an one-to-one 
session is an easy task and the best example is TCP 
protocol. We should focus on the techniques employed 
to ensure the scalability of retransmission in an IP 
multicast environment. Reliable multicast protocols are 
classified in two categories: sender-initiated and 
receiver-initiated [5]. In HyMoNet, received-initiated 
mechanism is used, which means the receiver takes 
charge of loss detection and asks for retransmission by 
NAK message 
To guarantee the reliability, the sender sends 
advertisement packets periodically besides the data 
packets. Advertisement packet contains information 
about the current data stream state. Receiver module 
checks its own buffer with the information from the 
advertisement packet and reports the packet loss to it 
corresponding sender through NAK packets. Then the 
sender resends these packets.  
Because one sender should send data to a bunch of 
receivers, there are several issues we should care about. 
z NAK suppression: A NAK suppression 
algorithm is incorporated to avoid the well-
known problem of NAK implosion [5]. After 
detecting loss of data, receiver waits for a 
random period of delay before sending off a 
NAK. As nearby nodes may suffer from the 
same data loss and preemptively issue a 
similar retransmission request, it is likely that 
the node will hear the retransmitted data in 
time so that the scheduled NAK could be 
cancelled. 
z Duplicate retransmission avoidance: Even 
with the NAK suppression algorithm, a sender 
may still receive identical NAKs within a short 
interval. A retransmission implosion will occur 
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separately. This could be avoided by having 
the sender start a NAK-holding timer 
whenever it receives the first copy of a NAK. 
The repair head will not answer duplicate 
NAKs before the timer expires. A typical 
value of the NAK-holding time is the Average 
Round Trip Time from the sender to its 
children nodes. 
5.2. Congestion and flow control mechanism 
To ensure inter-flow fairness and to avoid potential 
congestion of network, it is important that real-time 
traffic performs TCP-friendly congestion and flow 
control. In HyMoNet, data is transmitted at a rate that 
adjusts automatically between a specified minimum 
and maximum. By combining the receiving rate, the 
variation in RTT, and packet losses to capture short-
term trends in congestion, HyMoNet’s flow control 
algorithm is more stable and responsive to transient 
congestion. 
z RTT congestion signal: HyMoNet measure 
the RTTs between connecting nodes real-time. 
The variation in RTT is an indication of the 
network dynamics. The RTT congestion signal  
CSRTTis defined as follows: 
CSRTT =RTTnew/ RTTmin
where  RTTnew is the recently measured RTT,
and  RTTmin is the minimum RTT in history. 
z Loss signal: Congestion can also be detected 
by monitoring CSloss defined as the number of 
missing data segments within a given interval.
The receiver captures RTT congestion signal and 
Loss Signal and sends these signals to the 
corresponding sender. The sender uses a FSM to adjust 
the sending rate. The core idea of the FSM is based on 
AIMD(additive increase multiplicative decrease) [9] 
principle. 
6. Simulation and implementation 
Some simulation experiments about the 
performance of the sender-buffer-receiver module are 
executed on NS2. NS2 is implemented under 
UNIX/Linux environment and is repotted to Windows 
platform. The sender-buffer-receiver module is 
redeveloped as an agent of NS2.  
We are focused on the performance of the 
congestion and flow control mechanism in a multicast 
environment. The topology is simple and showed in 
Figure 5. We adjust the bandwidth and delay of the 
multicast domain to observe the performance. 
sender
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Fig.5.The topology of the simulation 
Fig.6. The performance of flow and congestion 
control 
Figure 6 illustrates the performance of flow control 
algorithm with different parameters. In (a), the data 
flow started at the 10th second, and the data rate 
increased gradually. At the 13th second, the data rate 
arrived at a stable state and changed around 1 Mbps. In 
(b), the data flow also started at the 10th second and at 
the 15t second the data rate arrived at a stable state and 
changed around 10 Mbps. These experiments prove 
that the flow control algorithm can adjust the data rate 
real-time to approach the network capacity of the 
connection. 
As a further experiment, we add a background data 
stream in the environment. As shown in Fig.7. At 30 
second a const bit rate data stream started with data 
rate 0.5Mbps. The test stream’s data rate dropped to 
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Fig.7. The performance of flow and congestion 
control with a const rate background stream 
We have implemented the system and deployed it 
over the internet. Now the system is running stably and 
generally has over 3,000 concurrent users.(TV 
program streaming service can be accessed at 
http://www.icctv.cn and http://www.uusee.com) 
Fig.8.The user interface of a HyMoNet Node 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented the design of HyMoNet, 
A peer-to-peer Hybrid Multicast Overlay Network for 
efficient live media streaming. In the system we 
employed the NAT hole punching techniques to make 
p2p mechanism be widely deployed over 
contemporary Internet. And we proposed and 
implemented a hybrid multicast mechanism, which 
would try to use IP multicast as widely as possible, and 
thus would save bandwidth from redundant data 
transmission. We discussed the key design issues of 
reliable data transmission in multicast environment. 
We also presented the scalable tree structure 
management algorithm, which made that a node can 
easily join and leave the system easily.  
In addition, we observed the performance of 
congestion and flow control strategy with NS2. And 
HyMoNet has been deployed over internet and 
provided service to users stably. 
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